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cess to the virtual space. For exam-
ple, the Kremer Collection charges 
a one-time fee for purchasing the 
experience through the Steam Store. 
Upon purchase, you may then access 
the exhibition from any tethered vir-
tual reality headset while logged into 
your Steam account. Finally, some 
content distributors present the vir-
tual exhibition for free, but physi-
cally limit access. Both the Framed 
Virtual Reality Museum as well as 
the “Unreal” exhibition for the NRW-
Forum Düsseldorf (curated by Alain 
Bieber and Manuel Roßner) origi-
nally took place within libraries and 
a museum, respectively.

T he potential of virtual reality (VR) in the distribution and design of exhibitions for 
contemporary galleries and museums warrants discussion. As museums expand 
into the virtual realm, they specifically benefit from three specific aspects of VR’s 
appeal: access, new social interactions, and exhibition as a medium. Simultaneously, 

VR’s sensory limitations parallel that of the modern gallery, and leave room for exploration.

ACCESS
In a recent interview, curator Manuel 
Roßner emphasized how VR increas-
es accessibility when he said, “you 
don’t have to take a plane to see an 
exhibition” [1]. Several museums, 
including the Tate Modern and Lon-
don’s Royal Academy of Arts, col-
laborated with HTC VIVE to create 
virtual exhibitions and experiences, 
with the goal to increase public ac-
cess of international and contempo-
rary art [2]. Similarly, the founders 
of the Kremer Collection, a privately 
owned collection of Dutch and Flem-
ish 17th century art, see their journey 
as collectors as one to find “ways to 

share [art] with as many people as 
possible” [3]. Both Benten and the 
Kremers see VR as a means to achieve 
this goal, with George Kremer stat-
ing, “my wife Ilone and I believe we 
can make a greater contribution to 
the art world by investing in technol-
ogy rather than in bricks and mortar 
for our collection.”

However, VR’s virtually global 
reach is restricted in practice: Ac-
cess depends on hardware, internet 
connection, and knowledge, which 
is inherently exclusive. Further, 
while some virtual galleries, such as 
Roßner’s Float Gallery, opt to waive 
access fees, others lock or limit ac-

Have we escaped the hype and death cycles that have plagued the history of 
virtual reality? In the last few years, as commercial virtual reality headsets and 
systems have become accessible, content developers, film festivals, and— most 
intriguing—galleries and museums are dipping their toes in the virtual pool. 
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the gallery space is and highlights the 
importance of exhibition design as 
a medium. In the early 20th century, 
artist-designers responding to new 
media technologies, like photography 
and film, had to rethink the relation-
ship between their exhibits and the 
spectators [8]. Virtual reality presents 
its own idiosyncratic elements that 
warrant interpretation of virtual ex-
hibition design as a medium in itself. 
For instance, curator and developer 
Finn Sinclair advertises the VR Mu-
seum of Fine Art as one in which “you 
can observe masterworks without the 
limits of a glass separation or security 
guards,” emphasizing the freedom in 
spectatorship when art objects can-
not be destroyed, thus allowing for 
infinitely close scrutiny and collision. 
Multimedia interpretations of virtual 
museums imagine a future in which 
direct interaction means moving past 
infinitely close inspection to touch 
the virtual object. Both underscore 
an interest in collapsing the space be-
tween the spectator and the artwork, 
an activity at times hard to achieve in 
traditional galleries and museums.

Virtual exhibitions do not only af-
ford infinite proximity but also ex-
treme distance. When discussing the 
white cube aesthetics of modern gal-
leries (squarish shape, white walls, 
and overhead lighting), art critic 
Brian O’Doherty emphasized a newly 
developing theme in 1950s and 1960s 
exhibition design; the idea of “breath-
ing space.” O’Doherty asked, “How 
much space should a work of art have 
(as the phrase went) to ‘breathe’? If 
paintings implicitly declare their own 
terms of occupancy, the somewhat 
aggrieved muttering between them 
becomes harder to ignore” [9]. Virtual 
exhibition spaces afford new oppor-
tunities in the negotiation of breath-
ing space within the exhibition, such 
as separating works in entirely differ-
ent scenes, varying and even dynami-
cally adapting distance and scale 
between works, and reconfiguring a 
floor plan to meet new criteria. The 
exhibition design can respond to its 
content. This practice points to the 
Wagnerian concept of a Gesamtkunst-
werk. This term is usually translated 
as “total work of art” and is interpret-
ed as a description of Wagner’s musi-

The access VR grants extends past 
“entry permit” into “touch permit.” 
Virtual reality can transform the mu-
seum into a sandbox, in which you can 
touch, destroy, and manipulate art-
works. Such interaction is not often 
afforded by exhibition design (though 
explored in individual artworks), and 
we have yet to experience remixing as 
an integral part of the museum expe-
rience. However, virtual spaces could 
enable new forms of art to emerge.

NEW SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
Since launching in 2003, Second Life 
renewed interest in virtual galleries 
and museums. A survey of Second 
Life in 2007 found an impressive 150 
museums [4]. Other virtual chatroom-
like software featured similar trends 
of virtual galleries and exhibitions, 
such as Worlds, OtherWorlds, Active-
Worlds, and Blaxxun. In Second Life, 
virtual museums and galleries delib-
erately offered visitors opportunities 
for social interaction: areas of congre-
gation, gift shops, special events, and 
special t-shirts to be worn by a user’s 
avatar [4]. Of importance is that these 
spaces existed within a multi-user en-
vironment, with users meeting at a 
centralized virtual location who orig-
inated from all parts of the physical 
globe. In contrast, nearly all contem-
porary virtual exhibitions are expe-
rienced in extreme isolation, devoid 
of other audience members. Intrigu-
ingly, many museums and galleries 
have and are opting for custom devel-
oped, non-persistent environments 
and software for their projects, which 
could be contributing to the sense of 
isolation. Only the Smithsonian’s dig-
itization of “No Spectators: The Art of 
Burning Man” in partnership with In-
tel and the Linden Lab departs from 
this trend, but credit should be given 
to Linden Lab, as they are also the cre-
ators of Second Life. Even then, from 
anecdotal experience, it has been rare 
to see another audience member let 
alone come across opportunities for 
social interaction.

In some sense, VRChat has been 
the spiritual successor of Second Life, 
and is witnessing a similar rise of 
user-created virtual museums and ex-
hibitions. Of particular interest is the 
presence of spaces meant for social 

interaction directly embedded in the 
museum or gallery. In the IviMoArt 
Gallery accessible through VRChat, 
the semi-familiar white cube space 
is peppered with full living rooms 
and purple rugs; the gallery also fea-
tures sculptural visitor photo logs, 
which feels reminiscent of Geoci-
ties guest books [5]. Another gallery 
presents a large banquet room with 
a table meant for 20-something indi-
viduals and interactable blue cheese 
and drinks, potentially referencing 
opening night receptions [7]. Though 
in progress, the Nada Herman Art 
VR Gallery already features a cluster 
of seating arrangements within the 
space [7]. For the first two, footage 
demonstrates users congregating 
in these locations and navigating as 
groups, often referred to as “trips” 
(as in field trips). Most exciting is the 
resurgence of the social activity in-
herent in museum and gallery atten-
dance, especially in accommodations 
for group interactions.

Integration and design for spaces 
promoting social interactions in vir-
tual exhibitions is an exciting possi-
bility that in some forms already ex-
ists in physical institutions. Second 
Life leveraged these existing practices 
and brought them into the virtual mu-
seum. However, contemporary, user-
created galleries from VRChat are le-
veraging a completely separate set of 
cues to designate such spaces, which 
brings us to the possibilities virtual 
reality offers exhibition design. 

THE VR EXHIBITION AS A MEDIUM
The malleability, variations, and con-
tent of exhibition designs in both Sec-
ond Life and VRChat redefine what 

Today’s museums 
and galleries 
contribute to a 
deep-seated sensory 
problem that is 
equally pervasive 
in virtual reality 
museums.
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porary practices in virtual exhibition 
design lack the radical, challenging, 
and avant-garde nature witnessed 
in the early 20th century when art-
ists, such as László Moholy-Nagy, El 
Lissitzky, Herbert Bayer, and Fred-
erick Kiesler had to react to the new 
mediums of photography and film. 
Although the fault is not exclusively 
that of the exhibition designers, es-
pecially when considering the adop-
tion of new distribution modalities 
in established institutions, current 
exhibition designs are not critically 

cal dramas, in which different types 
of media combine to provide a given 
experience. The Kremer Museum and 
the cybertwee HQ, the physical mani-
festation of cyberfeminist manifesto, 
can both be interpreted as Gesamt-
kunstwerks in curation and exhibi-
tion design. Van Lierop shares that 
vision for the intersection of VR and 
architecture and embraces architec-
ture as a spatial experience, design-
ing the Kremer Museum around the 
collection. Similarly, the cybertwee 
collective conforms the space to the 
art pieces and ideals of the collec-
tive’s manifesto, while retaining ele-
ments of modernist exhibition design 
(e.g. certain video works exhibited in 
separated black rooms).

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS
In 2002, Erkki Huhtamo for the No-
bel Symposium on “Virtual Museums 
and Public Understanding of Science 
and Culture,” ended his article with 
approximately 11 vital questions that 
recapitulate the challenges of vir-
tual museum creators [8]. Huhtamo 
opened his list with “Public or private: 
should a virtual museum be addressed 
to the home user or the museum goer 
or both? How does this affect the de-
sign?” Only recently has this even been 
tackled by artists. Jordan Wolfson, art-
ist of the infamous VR piece “Real Vio-
lence” (2017), “always wanted the mo-
ment when you’re returned to the real 
world to be the third act of the piece.” 
The museum’s context is as important 
to the work as the computer generated 
realm within the headset, emphasiz-
ing Wolfson’s intent in designing the 
work to address the museum goer. In 
contrast, contemporary virtual mu-
seum creators leave this largely un-
addressed in their exhibitions. Proj-
ects like the Kremer Museum and 
the Smithsonian’s virtual exhibitions 
vaguely wave at who they are address-
ing. The Kremer Museum has been 
experienced in a high school gymnasi-
um, a bedroom, and at Sotheby’s, sug-
gesting a belief that the virtual muse-
um can address the home user, gallery 
goer, and—a dimension unaccounted 
for in Huhtamo’s original piece—the 
student, without affecting the design.

Huhtamo later asked, “How 
should physical museums relate to 

virtual ones? Can a virtual museum 
be merely a replica of the physical 
one, or should it be something radi-
cally different?” Ultimately, even 
though a handful of museums are ex-
ploring the affordances of virtual re-
ality, a key limiting factor is that most 
VR exhibitions are mere digitizations 
of their “real” counterparts, which 
implies many curators and museums 
do not, or cannot, fully embrace the 
unique affordances of the virtual me-
dium (a departure from the virtual 
galleries of Second Life [10]). Contem-

Contemporary Virtual Exhibitions
These six virtual museums and galleries are representative of contemporary 
practices at the intersection of exhibition design and virtual reality.

Float Gallery is a virtual and physical gallery founded by Manuel Roßner in the 
mid 2010s, exhibiting digital artwork. The gallery produced five virtual exhibitions 
between 2012 and 2017. The gallery can be accessed via browser, Google 
Cardboard (“Ultralight Beam”), or tethered VR headsets (all exhibitions). 

cybertwee HQ is a “virtual space for gurls + tech” produced by the cybertwee 
collective in 2016, which featured artwork by women using digital mediums. The 
space served as an exhibition for 22 cybertwee artists alongside VNS matrix 
(a pioneering cyberfeminist art collective founded in the 1990s), utilizing the 
term “headquarters” for the resulting virtual environment. Spectators visit the 
Cybertwee HQ using a Google Cardboard or tethered VR headset, and are given the 
ability to fly or teleport through the space respectively.

The VR Museum of Fine Art  on the Steam platform is a virtual museum founded 
in 2016 by Finn Sinclair, exhibiting famous sculptures “without the limitations 
of glass and security guards.”2 The museum is accessible to visitors from their 
homes via tethered VR headsets (VR, Rift, Windows MR).

Framed Virtual Reality Museum is a virtual museum and exhibition produced by 
the Humber Museums Partnership in 2017. The virtual museum was shown across the 
Library Services in Hull, East Riding, and North Lincolnshire (United Kingdom), and 
distributed online as a Google Cardboard application. The virtual exhibition features 
10 of the “region’s most interesting pieces” from the partnership’s Framed project.

The Kremer Museum is a virtual museum created in 2017 housing the Kremer 
Collection, a private art collection of 61 masterpieces from 17th century Dutch 
and Flemish Old Masters. The Kremer Collection Museum does not exist outside of 
virtual reality, and was designed by architect Johan van Lierop. Users experience 
the virtual museum as a monumental space with a central chamber and all 
paintings in the surrounding hallway. The museum is accessible to visitors from 
their homes via tethered VR headsets.

The Smithsonian Institution released two virtual exhibitions mentioned in 
this article. The first is “VR Hangar” (2016), a virtual exhibition contextualizing 
artifacts in immersive VR vignettes, which was released by the Smithsonian’s 
National Air and Space Museum for Google Cardboard. The second is “No 
Spectators: The Art of Burning Man” (2018), a digitization of a current exhibition 
at the Smithsonian American Art Museum. The “No Spectators” VR experience 
was created in collaboration with Intel and Linden Lab; the later being best known 
for creating Second Life. Visitors can engage with “VR Hangar” from anywhere 
through a Google Cardboard. “No Spectators” is accessible from any tethered VR 
headset system.
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provides an exciting space that could 
enable museums to not only leave their 
walls, but also return and transcend the 
gallery’s origins as described by Con-
stance Classen [15].Maybe soon we will 
enter a new era of virtual exhibition.
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considering what is being copied 
from the physical museum into the 
virtual exhibition. Despite the pos-
sibility to create new forms of exhi-
bition, Roßner, Sinclair, van Lierop, 
and the cybertwee collective still 
carry with them aesthetic inflections 
drawing from the modernist gallery 
O’Doherty so aptly questioned nearly 
42 years ago. Of them, the cybertwee 
collective intentionally attempts to 
leave the white cube, while simulta-
neously borrowing a small selection 
of the traditional modes of gallery 
presentation. Additionally, it seems 
as though most virtual exhibitions 
either serve as (1) single-shot experi-
ences that will never be maintained 
or updated (the Smithsonian’s “VR 
Hangar,” the Framed Virtual Real-
ity Museum, and the VR Museum of 
Fine Art), or (2) solely imitations of an 
existing exhibition (“No Spectators”). 

I believe more virtual galleries 
and museums will arise to accom-
modate new digital artwork that re-
quires a virtual environment; in the 
process, curators will be confronted 
with how to design an exhibition that 
suits these works. I am intrigued by 
the future of virtual exhibitions, and, 
like Roßner, am surprised by how few 
institutions attempt to leave their 
walls by playing with the potential of 
virtual reality. Projects I am looking 
forward to include Roehrs & Boetsch’s 
Cube Virtual Gallery and more ama-
teur-created museums on VRChat.

GRASPING A FUTURE  
FOR VIRTUAL EXHIBITIONS
Today’s museums and galleries con-
tribute to a deep-seated sensory 
problem that is equally pervasive in 
virtual reality museums: The inabil-
ity to engage with works beyond sight 
and sound. Intriguingly, multimedia 
engagement (including direct touch) 
was permitted in early museums 
of the late 17th and 18th centuries. 
Presently, in their “Guidelines for 
Accessible Exhibition Design,” the 
Smithsonian recognizes the diver-
sity of their audiences and highlights 
the importance of accessible design 
that integrates availability of other 
sensory channels for as many audi-
ence members as possible. Both “VR 
Hangar” and “No Spectators” do not 

take advantage of spatialized audio 
or even the haptic feedback available 
through vibrotactile hardware pres-
ent in commodity VR controllers. The 
Smithsonian’s virtual exhibitions 
fail to follow their own guidelines, 
though this could be attributed to 
limited technological resources.

Nonetheless, this suggests there 
is space for experimentation at the 
intersection of interface design and 
virtual exhibition design that can 
prove fruitful and exciting. In the 
physical space, institutions such 
as the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
[11], the Museum of Contemporary 
Art Chicago [12], and Mediamatic 
have been playing with multisensory 
tours and events. Emerging work in 
multisensory technology spotlight-
ing senses such as smell, taste, and 
touch can serve to expand the limited 
sensory scope of exhibition designs, 
both physical and—as of yet unprec-
edented—virtual. Smell and taste 
integration is being actively explored 
as sensory modalities for virtual re-
ality. Alongside the previous, there 
has been strong interest in electric 
muscle-stimulation to enable light-
weight and efficient force feedback 
in virtual environments [13]. For the 
“Tate Sensorium” (a multisensory art 
exhibit at the Tate Modern), creative 
studio Flying Object collaborated 
with several groups, including the 
Sussex Computer Human Interaction 
(SCHI) Lab, to augment a curated 
set of abstract paintings with smell, 
taste, and touch elements [14].

The junction of virtual exhibition 
design and multisensory integration 

Virtual reality 
can transform 
the museum 
into a sandbox, 
in which you can 
touch, destroy, 
and manipulate 
artworks. 


